Enclosed is your Washington State geologist or geologist specialty wall certificate, suitable for framing. Please keep us advised of any address change to ensure delivery of your license and renewal notices.

Printed below are facsimiles of the Washington State geologist and geologist specialty stamps. Instructions for production and use are as follows:

1. The seal should be produced as a stamp in the form indicated. Your name will appear in place of “Your Name Here” shown on the facsimiles. Your license number will appear in place of the row of zeros. Any stamp manufacturer should be able to produce this for you. The Department of Licensing prohibits the Geologist Licensing Board from referring licensees to a specific stamp manufacturer.

2. No deviation from this form of stamp is proper or legal.

3. It is unlawful to use your stamp if your license has expired, is delinquent, has been revoked, or while it is suspended.

4. See Washington Administrative Codes (WACs) 308-15-070 and 308-15-075 for proper use of the geologist and geologist specialty stamps.

5. If you are getting licensed in a specialty, you are not required to also get a geologist stamp in addition to your specialty stamp. However, you may do so if you plan to practice geology outside of your specialty.